
‘This style works in 
any type of house’ 

When you have an old house with a modern 
extension, do you choose period or contemporary 

style… or both?  Karen Ogilvie and Jon Moore 
have found the answer

Mix mid-century 
and modern
Karen’s mix of new and vintage 
furniture and salvaged finds 
blend easily with the house’s 
original Thirties features, like 
the panelled oak doors between 
the original and modern areas.
Buy the key pieces 
Burns corner sofa, £2,500, The  
Sofa Library. Vintage chair and 
coffee table, from a selection on 
eBay. For a similar nest of tables,  
try Duhrer, £329, John Lewis

BLeND-iN 
sheLViNG

Painted the same 
colour as the 

walls, it becomes 
part of the 

architecture for a 
seamless look
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Welcome to my home

Take a quick tour...

When Karen Ogilvie spotted the ‘For Sale’ 
sign outside a house on a quiet Bristol 
street, she knew there was more to  
the ordinary-looking semi than met 

the eye. ‘I’d lived a few doors along, so knew about the 
amazing city views at the back,’ she says. ‘It was very 
run-down, but had potential to extend, and my partner 
Jon and I could see that it could be fabulous.’

The original three-bedroom layout has remained 
intact, and the only change visible from the road is a 
new utility room tagged on to the side. At the back of 
the house though, a spectacular, light-filled kitchen, 
dining and living room have been added, with a big 
main bedroom suite above. ‘It was tempting to add  
two bedrooms, but we wanted the house to work long 
term for us as a couple, so we went for one really big, 
luxurious suite,’ Karen says. Both floors have vast 

windows, making the most of the panoramic views. 
Downstairs, they open out onto decking with steps 
down to the garden. ‘We dug down for extra height,’ 
says Karen. ‘I hadn’t realised the difference it would 
make, but it was the key to the success of the space.’

‘We love entertaining and having parties, so opening 
up and extending the living area was an obvious 
move,’ says Karen. Life centres around the kitchen, 
dining and living space, where wood flooring and  
soft grey walls unite the different parts of the room. 
The height and huge windows of the new rooms 
contrast with the cosy Thirties proportions of the 
original parts of the house, but Karen and Jon have 
worked hard to make them flow together. ‘This  
house doesn’t immediately stand out, but when  
people come inside, they’re blown away,’ says Karen.  
‘It’s everything we could possibly want.’

GrouND fLoor first fLoor

Buy the real thing
Karen’s Fifties dining table, 
chairs and sideboard are big 
and characterful. ‘I love the 
quality and craftsmanship  
of old furniture,’ she says.  
‘New can be more expensive 
and less well made.’ 
Buy the key pieces 
For a similar sideboard, try  
the Circa, £599, Dwell

Karen Ogilvie works  
in human resources  
and lives here with  
her partner Jon Moore,  
a dentist. Jon’s three 
children aged 16, 18 and 
20 are frequent visitors.

the property 
A four-bedroom  
Thirties semi in Bristol. 

VaLue 
A similar property would 
cost around £670,000.

“This house 
doesn’t stand out, 
but when people 
come inside, they’re 
blown away! It’s 
everything we could 
possibly want ” 

Love  
karen’s style?

Turn to page 107 
to shop the look

From the road, 
the house 
appears 
unchanged…

…but round the 
back there’s 
now a large, 
modern 
extension 

utility 
room

snug

dining area

living 
area

main 
bedroom

bedroom bedroom

bedroom

dressing 
area
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Use aged surfaces
Stained oak flooring and 
exposed bricks offset the 
newness of the space. ‘I love the 
warmth and roughness of the 
wall,’ says Karen. ‘It’s made from 
brick slips, which are bricks 
sliced in half and fitted like tiles.’ 
Buy the key pieces 
Stools in Bakerloo fabric, £78 per m, 
Kirkby Design. Varnish stools, £143 
each, Tolix. Salvaged nautical lights, 
approx £250, Trinity Marine 

Look online for gems
Going for a retro, vintage look  
can end up looking shabby and 
pastiche, so choose simple  
pieces that have aged well. ‘We  
try to find things that are in good 
condition and not too worn, like 
the turquoise armchair, which Jon 
spotted on eBay,’ says Karen. ‘It 
takes time to find the real gems, 
but you’ll get something unique 
and great value.’ 
Buy the key pieces 
Walls painted in Dimpse and Mole’s 
Breath modern emulsion, both £43.50 
for 2.5ltr, Farrow & Ball. For similar 
dining chairs, try the Matthew Hilton 
Profile chairs, £245 each, John Lewis

Be savvy  
with storage
As the kitchen is part of the 
open-plan living/dining space, 
Karen keeps clutter under 
control. Anything on surfaces  
is deliberately displayed, while  
the everyday essentials are 
hidden behind beautiful, floor- 
to-ceiling, polished walnut 
cupboard doors that look more 
like panelling when closed.   
Buy the key pieces 
Bespoke kitchen units, The  
Kitchen Man. Starflower wallpaper, 
£74 per roll, Little Greene

The towel rail is 
made from a 

brass irrigation 
pipe that the 
couple found  
in the garden

oraNGe fLeX
An unusual  
way to add  
an accent

peekaBoo patterN 
Gives a functional  
larder cupboard a lift

copper trim 
Who says the 

business side of  
an island can’t  

be beautiful, too?

saLVaGeD 
stooLs

Saved from a local 
pub, cut down and 

reupholstered
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Soften the palette for sleep spaces
The pale grey and white theme 
continues upstairs. In the guest 
bedroom (originally the main 
bedroom, at the front of the house), 
Karen dropped her signature  
bright accents in favour of calm  
and restful shades of blue. 

Buy the key pieces 
For a similar throw, try the Hamilton in 
duck egg blue, £70, Laura Ashley. For  
a similar mirror, try the Adhika mango 
wood mirror, £190, Maisons du Monde

“Getting the balance between 
modern and retro is key, so that old 

pieces don’t look out of place”

Use a consistent 
backdrop colour
‘I’ve got the same grey walls 
almost everywhere, because I 
like a smooth flow,’ says Karen. 
‘I love bright accents like green, 
orange and turquoise, though.’ 
Buy the key pieces 
Catch 22 poster (unframed), £11.95, 
The Literary Gift Company. ES 
Stockholm Porto Green armchair, 
£258, Furniture Haus, is similar. For 
a similar rug, try Asiatic Eden 10 
Pixel Green, £89, Rug Merchant

Keep it simple
Fuss-free, contemporary fittings 
create a streamlined look where 
space is tight. Wave-textured tiling 
adds interest to a plain grey scheme.
Buy the key pieces 
New York Brooklyn and Staten tiles, £34.97 
per sq m, Mandarin Stone. Porcelanosa 
Ona tiles in Natural, £60.36 per sq m,  
Tile and Stone Online. Orla Kiely Stem 
Jacquard towels, £22 each, Amara 

firepLace 
feature 
If you don’t need it 
for heat, just use it 
as a display niche

The mirror 
frame and 

ledge are made 
from naturally 

water-resistant, 
reclaimed teak

skiNNy 
wiNDow 

Saves more 
eye-level wall 
space than a 

landscape 
frame

paiNteD 
surrouND 
Makes ugly 
tiling easier 
to live with
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cLeVer BLiNDs 
Remote control 
ones at the top and 
pull-up ones at the 
bottom fit perfectly

paNeL swap 
Replacing wood 
with glass lets 
light flow into 
smaller rooms

Karen’s dressing 
table was a 
reclamation-yard 
find, teamed with  
a reupholstered 
vintage chair

Inject character with 
interesting artwork
Karen turned the stairwell and 
landing into an art gallery with 
framed prints and mementos – 
including her dad’s old skis! 
Buy the key pieces 
Vintage wooden skis are available  
on Etsy, from £120

Add warmth… and 
‘wow’ moments 
Extensions can give you spaces that 
are big, bright – and boring. So think 
about textural flooring like Karen has 
used in the main bedroom, bold black 
window frames and statement pieces 
of furniture to create focal points.
Buy the key pieces 
Chair covered in Harbourne Citrus, from 
£75 per m, GP & J Baker. Hampen rug, 
£30, Ikea. Original BTC Hector Bibendum 
wall light, £139, John Lewis

what we LearNeD

“Lighting is really 
important in an open-plan 

space and building an extension  
is a brilliant opportunity to tailor 
things to suit you. But you have  
to plan ahead and know what 
your layout is going to be first”

Layer colours
Karen has used two greys in 
the main bedroom, to ‘zone’ 
spaces: a darker shade for the 
dressing area by the back wall, 
and a mid tone on the partition 
wall – the perfect backdrop for 
her plush feature headboard.
Buy the key pieces 
Walls painted in Dimpse and Mole’s 
Breath modern emulsion, both £43.50 
for 2.5ltr, Farrow & Ball. For similar 
headboard fabric, try Arcadia, £108 
per m, F&P Interiors. Croft Collection 
Campbell wall light, £75, John Lewis

ideal Home

Giant headboards
Practical, comfortable 

– and a feature wall. 
Karen’s is covered in 

shiny velvet

loves
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